
HOW TO ORGANIZE YOUR THOUGHTS FOR AN ESSAY

Create an outline of the points to include in your essay. "in contrast" will allow your reader to follow your train of thought.

Some people prefer to keep their planning low-tech. Fortunately, there are ways to capture all those clever
little ideas. Just read through your essay, and every time you make a new point, summarize it in the margin.
Think about whether your current practices are serving you well. It is sometimes a challenge to know what
information to group together into a category. Golden retriever attacks are some of the rarest, statistically.
Draw a mindmap. Organization is one of the most important elements of an essay that is often overlooked.
This paper may benefit from reverse outlining. A useful alternative involves using both white and coloured
cards. My rough outline would look like this: Thesis: Golden retrievers make great pets. Go out and spend
some time outdoors. It is self-evident that a well-planned paper is going to be better organized than a paper
that was not planned out. Female golden retrievers have larger litters than most purebreds. Organization makes
it easier to understand the thesis. For some writers, developing an organized essay from a disorganized one
produces the most creative results. Instead, I will merely sketch out one of them, i. As these examples make
clear, z is that which explains why some given thing x is some other given thing y. Although organization
makes tasks easier to complete, there is not just one way of organizing. Well, this might be entering business
card data into spread sheet, ironing clothes, sewing, knitting, dusting furniture, filing papers , or tidying up
your desk or room. You have to find out for yourself what works best for you, though it is fair to say that at
least some planning is always a good idea. It is often a good practice to save your strongest argument or
evidence until the end of the paper and build up to it. When you have an idea, write it down on paper and draw
a circle around it. In what order should the paragraphs appear in each section? Factors influencing school
performance parent involvement, study time, etc. Continue until you have a bunch of notes; then start sorting
the notes by hand into groups. Tell a story. Here are some simple hypothetical examples: Newspaper article:
Capital punishment x is morally wrong y because its use has never been shown to deter others from engaging
in crime z ; Sports broadcast: The Los Angeles Lakers x will win the â€” NBA championship y because the
team recently acquired the best player in the league, i. This is an example of a sentence outline.


